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Abstract
This article investigates the dialogic aspects of discourse in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) classrooms. A
more dialogic pattern of classroom discourse indicates that many participants, for example, students as well as
the teacher, are involved in generating the whole classroom discourse. For the purpose of determining the level
of dialogicality in academic English classes, twenty four lessons of four different teachers were audio- and
video-recorded for an entire academic year. The classroom discourse was transcribed and the level of
dialogicality was coded based on principles suggested by Nystrand (2003). The principles cover the authenticity
of the questions asked by the teacher and the occurrence of uptake. Accordingly, different modes of classroom
discourse are observed in each of these classes which are monologic, recitation, and occasionally dialogic. The
cases analyzed in this article reveal that it is not just the type of the questions that can lead to establishment of a
dialogic mode, but there are some other teacher moves which can be either facilitative or interruptive. These
moves are identified and labeled as encouraging student’s participation (ESP) and discouraging student’s
participation (DSP). It is argued that these moves can influence the formation of ground rules and consequently
the establishment of a dialogic mode.
Keywords: classroom discourse, dialogic discourse, English for academic purposes, Japanese students,
willingness to communicate
1. Introduction
Despite the fact that various modern teaching methods and techniques, such as Communicative Language
Teaching (CLT) and Task Based Language Teaching (TBLT) have stressed the importance of communication in
language learning (see Hall, 2011), “there is growing evidence that, in communicative classes, interactions may,
in fact, not be very communicative after all” (Nunan, 1987, p. 144). In the words of Kumaravadivelu (1993),
“Even teachers who are committed to Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) can fail to create opportunities
for genuine interaction in their classrooms” (p. 13). Sert & Seedhouse (2011) write that “a great amount of
instructed language learning around the world is still undertaken through traditional ways of teaching dominated
by teacher-fronted interaction and controlled by the asymmetrical nature of turn distribution” (p. 3).
For this reason, apart from different methods and techniques employed to facilitate language teaching, we still
need to scrutinize classroom discourse to explore the role of language on creating an interactive context.
Classroom discourse analyses can contribute to the field of language teaching and learning by investigating the
question as to what type of teacher move might lead to the desired influence on the students’ participation. As
many recent studies have pointed out, “[i]n the L2 classroom, the quality of talk is of high significance in that
language is not only the means through which learning is mediated but also an indispensable aspect of the
pedagogical goal in itself” (Xu, 2012, p. 113). A highly interactive classroom discourse can help the students to
be more engaged and thus participate more often in forming the whole classroom discourse. “Cooperative
learning provides teachers with many opportunities to model appropriate helping behaviors that students, in turn,
will model and use in their interactions with each other to facilitate discussion and learning” (Gillies, Ashman, &
Terwel, 2008, p. 260).
In recent years, several studies on classroom discourse have asserted that the recitation form of discourse has
been the default type of most of the classes that they have investigated (e.g., Hardman, Smith, & Wall, 2003;
Hargreaves et al., 2003; Myhill, 2006). In order to make a classroom more interactive, the discourse needs to
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become more dialogic. Socio-cultural theory posits that learning and development are achieved partly through
dialogue, and that “education is enacted” through the interactions between teachers and learners
(Rojas-Drummond, Torreblanca, Pedraza, Vélez, & Guzmán, 2013, p. 20).
Bakhtin (e.g., 1984) has made a distinction between monologic and dialogic discourse. A “monologic discourse”
is most commonly in the form of controlled “recitation” in which students express their recall of assigned
information, while in a more dialogic form of discourse, interaction plays an important role and information is
transferred more dynamically. Bakhtin’s ideas can help English teachers become more aware of the “ideological
nature” of their teaching and therefore it can assist them in establishing a more interactive communication with
their students (Hall, Vitanova, & Marchenkova, 2005, p. 6). Furthermore, the teachers can take more influential
measures and intervene at the right moments in order to scaffold students’ learning by establishing a dialogic
mode of interaction.
In this study, the aim is to describe the linguistic aspects of the interaction in English for Academic Purposes
(EAP) classes in Japan in order to characterize the potential dialogic instances present in the discourse. This
study seeks to answer to the questions: What characteristics of a dialogic discourse are present in Japanese EAP
classrooms? What types of teacher moves are influential in creating a dialogic mode?
2. Background
Given consideration to Halliday & Vygotsky’s theory of language learning, Wells (2004) argues that it is in the
conversation that the child not only can learn a “language” but also can learn “through language” (p. 51). He
defines discourse as being both “process” and “product” similar to “saying” and “what is being said” as they are
both dependent on each other (Wells, 2004, p. 107). In this view “understanding” is considered to be under
constant change and is extended through “participation in a particular activity” (Wells, 2004, p. 108).
Accordingly, as he posits:
“[K]nowledge construction and theory development most frequently occur in the context of a problem of some
significance and take the form of a dialogue in which solutions are proposed and responded to with additions and
extensions or objections and counter- proposals from others” (Wells, 2004, p. 51).
2.1 Bakhtin’s Concepts of Internally Persuasive Discourse vs. Authoritative Discourse
Bakhtin’s insights on the dialogicality of language and thought have shed some light on the classroom discourse
analyses. Hall (2005) interprets Bakhtin’s concepts in the following way:
“Authoritative discourse is language or discourse imposed on a person—but for one to really accept, acquire and
own a language or discourse, it has to become an internally persuasive discourse, hybridized and populated with
one’s own voices, styles, meanings, and intentions” (p. 93).
According to Hall (2005) there is a need for forming “heteroglossia” in English language classrooms so that the
students will have a chance to internalize the language and utilize it as a tool for “constructing their own
preferred worlds, preferred identities and preferred voices”. This need can only be fulfilled by creating a space
for internally persuasive dialogue. Mercer & Dawes (2008) mention that there is a need for adjusting some of the
typical “ground rules” in order to create a more “symmetrical” classroom discourse in which the students’ role
is more eminent. According to them, some of these common implicit ground rules are:
•

Only a teacher can nominate who should speak.

•

Only a teacher may ask a question without seeking permission.

•

Only a teacher can evaluate a comment made by a participant.

•

Pupils should try to provide answers to teachers’ questions which are as relevant and brief as possible (p. 3).

2.2 Identifying Dialogic Discourse Pattern
The notion of dialogic teaching and learning has its roots in Socratic method of teaching. Given the role of
internally persuasive dialogue in constructing social identities, the more dialogic type of the discourse can
further open a space for the learners’ cognitive development as well. Xu (2012) writes:
“Recent deployment of dialogue as a model for teaching and learning has been inspired by Vygotsky’s
sociocultural theory of learning and Bakhtin’s writing on the inherent dialogicality of language and thinking,
both highlighting the social foundations of learning, the mediating role of language both in cognitive
development and in identity formation, and the link between individual and social” (p. 111).
In order to be able to identify characteristics of a dialogic discourse pattern I have drawn upon the theoretical
framework suggested by Nystrand (see Nystrand, 2003; 1997) and also Alexander (2008).
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Nystrand ((2003) has maade a major coontribution to the area of claassroom discourse analysis bby introducing
g key
features inn distinguishinng monologic and dialogic ddiscourse. By taking advanttage of “eventt history analy
ysis”,
which is a quantitative method for eexploring the causes and cconsequences of events, he has coded alll the
questions asked by bothh the teachers aand students bbased on the leevels of dialoggicality (see thhe research me
ethod
section forr more details)).
For the puurpose of disttinguishing thee overall interraction patternns in dialogic settings, Aleexander’s model of
dialogic teeaching is appplied in this rresearch. Accoording to Aleexander (2008)), teaching caan be addresse
ed as
dialogic iff it embraces thhe following chharacteristics ((see Figure 1)::
•

Colllective: Particcipants addresss learning taskks together.

•

Recciprocal: Partiicipants listen to each other, share ideas annd consider alteernative viewppoints.

•
Sup
pportive: Puppils express theeir ideas freelly, without feaar of embarrasssment over w
wrong answers, and
they help eeach other to reach common understandinggs.
•
Cumulative: Parrticipants buildd on answers and other oraal contributionns and chain tthem into coherent
lines of thiinking and undderstanding.
•
Purrposeful: Classroom talk, tthough open and dialogic, is also plannned and structtured with spe
ecific
learning gooals in view. (A
Alexander, 20008, p. 3)

o the analysess of dialogic-teeaching and leaarning (adapteed from Rojas-Drummond et al.,
Figure 1.. Dimensions of
20013, p. 20)
Edwards & Westgate (20005) have also listed some iteems for explorring classroom discourse, whhich are comparable
to those off Alexander. Inn order to exam
mine the classroom discoursee I have taken tthem into conssideration as well:
w
•
How
w much of thhe talk was coontained withinn a central coommunication system, in whhich whateverr was
being said was supposedd to be heard by all?
•

How
w much of it was
w produced bby the teacher,, and how mucch of it was dirrectly instructioonal?

•
How
w much of thhe instructionaal talk was expposition, how much questiooning, and how
w factual were the
questions??
•
How
w many pupills were called upon or voluunteered to annswer questionns? Which puppils were they, and
where werre they locatedd?
•
How
w many pupilss were involveed in any kind of direct interraction with thhe teacher, and how often wa
as the
initiative thheirs? (Edwardds & Westgatee, 2005, p. 88)..
Adapting tthe dialogic toools mentionedd above, here, I determine thee modes of disscourse generaated by the teac
chers
and studennts. Nystrand (2003) has caategorized thrree types of m
modes for the classroom disscourse, which
h are
namely, reecitation, discuussion, and diallogic spell.
3. Method
d
This studyy’s data are taaken from a m
more comprehhensive data seet. I recorded four differentt English teac
chers’
university--level EAP claasses in whichh the English language is thhe main mediuum of instructtion. Each of these
classes waas recorded foor five lessonns during the entire academ
mic year 2014--2015, three llessons in the first
semester aand two lessons in the secondd semester. The reason for recording five diifferent lessonss of the class was
w to
observe hoow teachers and students gennerate the discoourse during different activities such as speaaking, listening
g and
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reading tasks throughout the academic year. The classes were held twice a week and thus there were totally about
twenty-eight lessons in each semester. The lessons in the middle of the semesters were usually chosen for
recording. The reason was that the students and the teachers could have enough time to know each other and the
objectives of the course. The teachers’ pseudonyms are chosen as Mako, Jack, Kevin, & Nicole. All the student’s
names are also pseudonyms.
All the teachers who agreed to participate in this research were teaching Academic English courses, but the levels
varied. Three were Intermediate (Mako, Nicole, & Kevin) and one Advanced (Jack) classes. However, as the
levels of the classes were not similar, two other advanced classes taught by Mako & Kevin were added to the data.
Mako & Kevin’s advanced classes were recorded twice in the first semester of the academic year 2015-2016. To
reduce the tension of camera’s presence on the participants, the video recording was not used in the beginning. The
first three lessons of Jack’s advanced, Mako’s intermediate, Nicole’s intermediate and Kevin’s intermediate as well
as the first two lessons of Mako’s advanced and Kevin’s advanced were only audio-recorded, using two voice
recorders. In the rest of their classes, beside the voice recorders, a camera was also used for video-recording. In
sum, twenty 90-minute lessons were recorded in the first year of recording and four lessons were recorded in the
second year. All four teachers have had more than eight years of experience in English language teaching and they
were all in their 40s. In regard to their nationalities, Mako, Kevin, Nicole, & Jack are respectively Japanese, British,
American and Canadian. They are all teaching at the same department to undergraduate students. None of these
teachers had been informed about the details of my research so that my presence would not influence their
discourse pattern. The students were all freshman, and there were usually around twenty to twenty five students
present in each lesson.
After transcribing a total of 24 classes, the model proposed by Nystrand (2003) has been the basis for coding the
degree of dialogicality in the classroom discourse. The discourse was analyzed in terms of authenticity, uptake,
and wait-time for all the questions raised. The amount of talk in each turn is also calculated and shown in the
form of the number of words spoken by each speaker as it is considered an influencing factor on recognizing the
dialogicality level of the discourse. (see Appendix A, for the conventions used in the transcription)
All the questions asked by the teachers and students are coded based on the principals adapted from Nystrand
(2003) and the depicted charts display the dialogicality level of the questions asked in each class (see table 1). In
this model, authenticity and uptake are considered the main notions for assigning the values of dialogicality
level.
Authenticity refers to the questions that have no “prespecified” answer. Authentic questions provide students with
the opportunity to contribute to the flow of the discourse by putting their own thoughts into words. Therefore,
the more authentic questions are assigned higher values.
Uptake is recognized when the teacher follows what a student has said and asks further questions about it. In this
sense, the students’ ideas might influence the whole theme of the conversation and it shows teacher’s attention to
their responses. “Uptake is important because it recognizes and envelops the importance of the student
contribution” (Nystrand, 2003 p. 146). In this model, the presence of uptake makes the questions to be marked as
a higher value. A question has to “incorporate a previous answer” by the student to be qualified as an uptake
(Nystrand, 2003, p. 146).
In the present study, the repetition and clarification of the questions are not coded, since they could be
considered as one cluster of questions unless the teacher intentionally waits for a response. Questions that do not
give rise to any response are assigned a -1 value. In this framework, having “authentic questions” and “uptakes”
are considered to be the main signs of “dialogic bids”. Dialogic bids, then, can provide the appropriate setting for
establishing a “dialogic spell” which is characterized by student initiations, extended turns as well as the absence
of the teacher’s test questions (Nystrand, 2003, p. 151). In order to represent some samples of the analyses, the
first three excerpts in the research questions and the findings section indicate more details of the analyses (tables
2, 3 and 4).
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Table 1. Dialogic values scale (adapted from Nystrand, 2003)
Student Question
Teacher Question
Value
Authentic
Uptake
Value
Authentic
NR -1
N/A
N/A
-1
N/A
0
N
N
0
N
2
N
Y
1
N
4
QA
N
3
QA
6
QA
Y
5
QA
8
Y
N
7
Y
10
Y
Y
9
Y
Note. N=no, Y= yes, QA = quasi-authentic, A = authentic. NR = no response.

Uptake
N/A
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y

In some studies of classroom discourse, Initiation-Response-Feedback (IRF) pattern has been suggested as being
the common feature of moves made by the speakers in a classroom setting (see Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975).
Here, I have also specified the IRF moves to see how they are distributed in the discourse.
Having analyzed the questions from a dialogic perspective, I looked deeper into the turns taken by the teachers
and students in order to see how the dialogicality level of the discourse in each class influenced the discourse
mode and also how the students acted in response to the teacher’s moves. For the purpose of more detailed
analysis of the interaction pattern, previously discussed principles by Alexander (2008) are taken into account.
4. Research Questions and the Findings
4.1 Research Question 1: What Characteristics of A Dialogic Discourse Are Present in Japanese EAP
Classrooms?
Based on the observation of 24 lessons of Academic Communication (AC) courses and the coding of the
questions asked both by the teachers and the students, I noticed that some features of dialogic discourse are
present in the types of questions asked in some lessons. For instance, the charts (figure 2) depict the coding of
questions asked in the first thirty minutes of each class. These samples are taken from the first recorded lessons
of each class.
The first lesson of Mako’s intermediate class starts with a greeting and eliciting students’ ideas in the classroom.
Next, she provides opportunities for some students to talk on the different topics they had chosen before. After
that, there is a group-work on the topic of nutrition which is followed by group presentations and classroom
discussion.
Jack’s first lesson is about the robots and they watch a video-clip about them for about three minutes, then, the
rest of the lesson the teacher tries to elicit responses from the students and have discussions about a Japanese
robot mentioned in the video-clip.
Kevin’s intermediate class starts with the teacher’s explanation of questionnaires and asking the students to fill
the questionnaires. During the rest of the lesson, he describes “units of meaning” and makes the students practice
intonation and the stress patterns of different sentences.
In the case of Nicole, the topic of the lesson is “stress and health”, in this lesson, she regularly assigns different
exercises and elicits responses from the students.
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Figure 2. Diialogic values oof the questionns in six classees
Note. The hoorizontal axis dispplays the number oof questions askedd both by the teaccher and the studeents. The vertical axis shows the va
alue of
the questionss asked based on Nystrand (2003) principles; the odd numbers referr to the teachers’ questions and thee even numbers are
a the
students’.

As can be seen in the charts (figure 2),, some higher-value questionns appear moree frequently inn Mako’s and Jack’s
mpared to Kevin’s and Nicoole’s classes in terms of diaalogicality. Hoowever, not m
many dialogic spells
s
classes com
occur in m
most of these leessons, except for in Mako’ss classes. In M
Mako’s advanceed class, the nuumber of quesstions
is considerrably smaller due to the typpe of the task. The students are having deebate on the toopic of “smok
king”,
using a “ffour corners” technique reqquiring them to prepare inn groups standding in the foour corners of the
classroom. During the debate,
d
althouggh there are noot many turns ttaken by the sttudents, their sspeaking turns tend
to be very long.
In almost all the lessonns, student initiation rarely takes place inn the data. Thhe only occurrrences of stud
dents’
initiations,, in the first lessons shown inn the charts, arre in Jack’s annd Mako’s classs. Yet, they diid not seem to have
much impaact on the modde of the lessonn, and the modde continues too be monologic thereafter. A
As it is noticeab
ble in
the chart, the types of the
t questions aasked by Kevin do not reprresent any eviidence of dialoogicality. Although
there weree a large numbber of questionns and responnses present inn his lessons, tthey all were in the form of test
questions especially in his intermediiate class. In his advanced class, the toppic is “social and technolo
ogical
innovationn”. He providees a few minuttes for group w
work, and thenn starts askingg questions. Neevertheless, sim
milar
to his interrmediate class, his advancedd class is predoominantly in reecitation modee. In the case oof Nicole, although
she asks quuite a number of questions, tthere are not m
many responsess from the studdents to her quuestions. That is
i the
reason whhy Kevin’s and
a
Nicole’s classes can bbe consideredd to have reccitation and m
monologic modes,
respectivelly.
4.2 Researrch Question 2:
2 What Types oof Teacher Mooves Are Influeential in Creatiing A Dialogicc Mode in Japa
anese
Contexts?
w the students react
In this secction, I choosee some excerpts from each tteacher’s lessoons in order too indicate how
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toward the questions that are of higher value of dialogicality and what moves by the teachers facilitateor
interrupt the establishment of dialogic mode.
The first excerpt (table 2) clearly shows that the teacher’s questions are mostly non-authentic, and except for turn
13, no other sign of uptake can be found. There are many instances of questions that do not receive any response
from the students, as in turns 11, 13, 19 and 21. One reason for this might be the fact that Jack keeps changing
the questions, for example, he starts off by asking “what kind of jobs could Pepper do”, then he asks “what do
you think Pepper wouldn’t be used in that way?” and finally he asks “how do you feel when you see
Pepper?”(Turn 11).
Another reason for the students’ silence might be that he tends to seek a “prespecified” response by asking
questions rather than providing a chance for creating dialogue. As a result of this, the students would not feel
comfortable responding until they are sure about an answer. Take, for instance, when he asks “what do people
usually do for companionship?” (Turn 19), he directs the students to the correct answer “pets” by adding “They
don’t usually buy robots what do they usually do if they are alone?” Then, as soon as he receives the correct
answer, he turns to a lengthy teacher turn (turn 21). For establishing a dialogic mode, it’s also important to ask a
genuine uptake which makes sense for all the participants. In turn 13, at first, Jack tries to come up with a more
authentic uptake “why would you want to feel happy?”, but he realizes that it is not a good follow-up question.
He changes, then, to a non-authentic question about the video, “Who might be able to use some robot like
Pepper?”
In this excerpt, the students’ responses are relatively short compared to the teacher’s statements (turns 11, 21, 19).
A possible explanation for the teacher’s longer turns may be Jack’s tendency to comment on the students
responses by explaining his own view or experience, for example, when he says “we have an image in the west
that we always have-, there is always a cat lady somewhere that everyone knows …” (turn 21). For the Japanese
students, the teacher’s long explanations can imply that the students are supposed to listen carefully rather than
making an active participation. This can be a possible reason for his lack of success in eliciting an answer at the
end of his monologue in turn 21, and eventually he has to nominate a student. For all these reasons, this
conversation can be considered an instance of recitation form, which lacks the characteristics of a dialogic spell,
such as student initiations and extended student turns. In addition, almost all of the teacher’s questions are
non-authentic (e.g., turn 15: “What’s that called that when you have somebody with you and they make you feel
happy?”).
Table 2. Excerpt 1, Jack’s advanced class: recitation mode

S R

15

T F/I

16
17
18

S R
T F
S R

31

Words

14

Wait

T F/I

Value

S R

Oh maybe, recognizes the master’s voice, sometimes they have voice
recognition software, they can recognize, you know, the owner’s voice, the
master’s voice. What kind of tasks could it do? Tasks? What kind of jobs
could Pepper do?...... didn’t you hear? (In a low voice) when you look at
Pepper, Pepper look like it would do something violent or no! What do you
think Pepper, so Pepper wouldn’t be used in that way? How Pepper might
be used?.... How do you feel when you see Pepper? How do you feel when
you see Pepper?
Happy** (laughing)
You feel happy! So that’s one of the purposes of this robot to make you feel
happy, right? Not to make you feel afraid. To make you feel happy. Why
would you want to feel happy?.. Not good <connective> Oh, ee, it’s obvious,
we want to feel happy! (students laugh) Emmm, so it can make you feel happy.
Who might need? Who might be able to use some robot like Pepper?
People living alone *
Right, they mention people who live alone. And especially old people might
find Pepper useful, might find Pepper useful, because Pepper can make them
feel happy. What’s that called that when you have somebody with you and
they make you feel happy?... What’s it called?..
**(in a very low and uncertain voice)
What’s that?
Company? (Uncertain voice)

Uptake

T F/I

Authentic

13

Move

12

Speaker

Turn
11

Utterance

-1
Y
Y

N

-1
7

90

Y

3

N

Y

-1

Y

1

Y

69

5
-1
N

N

-

-

Y

45

0
-

-

2
2
1
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19

T F/I

20

S R

21

T F/I

22

S R
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Yeah company. It’s a company or companionship, right? So you could feel
from this robot maybe some companionship, we need companionship. Human
beings are social animals, right? So we need to-, we cannot be alone. If we can
have people maybe there are other ways to feel that. Well what do people,
what do people usually do for companionship? They don’t usually buy
robots what do they usually do if they are alone?.. What kind of
companionship do they usually get?...... some of you probably have one of
these at home already probably you are usually with your parents or friends at
your place. But some people who live alone get this. Because they don’t
have anyone. What do they usually buy? Or have?
Pets.
Pets yeah. Right. And some people prefer cats some people prefer dogs we
have an image in the west that we always have-, there is always a cat lady
somewhere that everyone knows. So there is always an old lady who is all
alone and who has one cat and many cats and sometimes you can’t have cats.
You are not allowed to have them in buildings and so or dogs. People have
animals for companion. We don’t really need them, but we like them. Right?
What purpose does the dog serve or the cat serve except makes us feel happy,
gives us companionship. So a robot like Pepper could give companionship.
That’s one thing it can do. They mentioned some other, eem they mentioned
some other things that robots could do in general. Did you hear what she said
robots can do?...... well if you had a robot at home besides companionship
how could that robot be helpful or useful?.... besides companionship?...
Yuko?..
Besides companionship Yuko? What could a robot be helpful for?
Serving (in a low voice).

Vol. 7, No. 1; 2017

124
-1
Y
N

N

0
1

179
-1
Y
N

N

-1
0

Y

In the second excerpt from Jack’s class (table 3) he asks more authentic questions (e.g., turn 35: What do you
think? Do you think it’s going to be- it would be popular and then forgotten? What do you feel?). He also waits
longer (e.g., more than 10 seconds at the end of turn 35) in order to elicit an answer from the students, which at
last turns out to be successful in eliciting a response. Since the student’s voice is very low and hesitant he repeats
the question to elicit a clear response from the student. Subsequently, he asks an additional question of “why”
(turn 39) to have the student explain more about her idea. This is a reasonable case of an “uptake” and we can
see that the student responds with a longer turn (turn 40). Although it is not clear what she exactly says, it seems
that she manages to utter a whole sentence. However, in the next turn, Jack does not continue in this way and
turns back into a monologic explanation. He also does not insist on eliciting the student’s response when he asks
the next questions (turn 41).
This conversation undoubtedly had the potential to turn into a dialogic spell as it starts with an authentic question
(turn 35) followed by a “why” question as an uptake (turn 39). Considering the advanced level of this class, the
students have the essential confidence and fluency level to express their ideas. However, in Jack’s other lessons
as well, there are many instances indicating that after a few IRF moves he tends to turn into lengthy teacher turns,
overlooking the students’ potential opportunity for turn-taking. As an example, in turn 35, after explaining his
personal experience in Korea, he asks the question “what do you think,” but he does not provide thinking time
for the students to respond and he gives answer to his own question and then carries on expressing his own view
by saying, “Oh this is a robot by the way, Pepper, they are going to sell…” Later also in turn 41, there are some
other instances in which he does not wait for the students’ responses by giving answer to his own questions
instantly.
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Table 3. Excerpt 2, Jack’s advanced class: a potential dialogic spell

41

T

F/I

Words

R
F/I
R
I
R

Wait

S
T
S
T
S

Value

36
37
38
39
40

Step on those things. That was really popular in Korea when I was there a few years
ago. Everybody was doing. Every place you went that had video games and you
could buy, now you don’t even know. Don’t even hear about it. Other fads, I don’t
know if you know Slinkies they look like a spring, a coil move like that (T showing
it) in the 1960s that was a huge fad, huge they sold millions of those. So this woman
asks in the video is it rad, a fad? Usually we say passing fad. Right now they have
robots but next year probably not. It’s passing. Or scary? Shouldn’t you be afraid?
She jokes and says that the robot will kill you in your sleep. Emm she is joking, you
know. What do you think? Oh this is a robot by the way, Pepper, they are going to
sell the robot it’s available you can buy one so it would be about 2000 American
dollars. <I forgot how to convert.> So 200,000 yen so anybody would be able to buy
one. So I don’t know how many- but do you think it’s really- it’s a rad? This robot
do you think it’s rad, a fad? Or- they should have said “sad”.(Ss laughing)
It doesn’t feel right that there is only two words that rhyme and not three, but scary.
Ok rad fad or scary. What do you think? Do you think it’s going to be- it would
be popular and then forgotten? What do you feel? Is it a rad fad or scary?
What do you think?............
***(One student whispers in a very low voice)
NO? What do you think?
A fad.
A fad? Ok, why do you say that?
Because <the robot> *** <and then> **
Ummm, good point. The robot is very interesting but probably would be lots of
advances robots in the future so maybe this Pepper one. Would not last too long. Do
you think many people would buy a 2000-dollar robot? Maybe it’s a bit
expensive! Unless it does some amazing things. A lot of people wouldn’t buy it. I
guess they have to prove or show that it can do. It can walk like a dog around the
block. Do the dishes, you know, dress the children. Things like that. Protect your
house. Maybe?! (Students laugh) Maybe, does anyone find Pepper scary?..No I
don’t think so. That’s why I wanna show you this.
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In the case of Mako’s class, there are more turns taken by the students (table 4). In this excerpt, teacher turns
tend to be shorter (turns 73, 75, 77, 81, 83, 87, 89, 91, 93, 95 and 97) accompanied with moves to create dialogic
mode. The questions used in the turns 73 and 79 are comparable to those used by Jack in his second excerpt as
they are also about the content of the lesson i.e., non-authentic questions. The same as Jack, Mako asks quite a
number of different questions in a single turn (79), for example, “why do you think that she chooses one? What’s
the psychology? Have you ever had this kind of experience?” In fact, these question clusters by the teachers are
usually meant to clarify the meaning; however, it seems that if there is no coherence among them, they might
conversely become rather confusing for the students.
Despite this, in the next turns, Mako provides adequate support for the students to speak. This is shown in turn
81, when she encourages the student to say her response in English and provides designedly incomplete units
(DIU) to assist the student in producing the correct form (turn 83). DIUs are usually used by the teachers to elicit
a “self-correction”, “repetition”, “extension” or “continuation of an action in progress” (Koshik, 2002).
Additionally, in order to provide repair, she does not explicitly correct the student’s mistake. Instead, she
incorporates recast not to impede the progress of the dialogue (turn 85). Having modeled giving an answer, she
leads the conversation to elicit students’ personal experiences. The fact that she provides opportunities to involve
the students in the dialogue both before and after the turn 85 is evidence for this turn being a model rather than
expression of the personal views.
In addition, it can be noticed that the word “right?” occurs four different times in this turn which seems to work
for drawing the students’ attention as she is modeling. Here, not only authentic questions (e.g., turns 85, 89, 93)
and uptakes (e.g., turns 77, 79, 85, 87, 89, 93, 95) are employed to facilitate the flow of the dialogic mode, but
also Mako shows genuine interest in what the student is saying, using expressions such as “oh, yes?” and
“impossible, impossible!” Additionally, the teacher provides a space for many students to participate without
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nominating them, which is a sign for being “reciprocal” and “collective” (Alexander, 2008). For these reasons,
this dialogue could be considered a sample of a dialogic spell.
Table 4. Excerpt 3, Mako’s Intermediate class: emergence of a dialogic spell
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You know a lot of chicken! Ok, so it does not matter Sasami or Mune-niku
(Japanese), but anyway she is going to order, she is going to order this healthy
food, fish, however, amm what does she really want to eat?..
* (inaudible)
She wants to eat… (intentional pause)
Lasagna
Lasagna, Lasagna (smiling) which is?... Lasagna and?...Garlic bread does not
seem so unhealthy, Lasagna? Umm not so unhealthy, maybe, but low calorie
high calorie?
High calorie.
High calorie, so what do you think that she chooses one, but hopes to eat the
other? I mean why, sorry, why do you think that she chooses one? She is
going to choose one, but --* her real feeling is that she wants to order something
else. What’s the psychology?... Have you ever had this kind of experience?
* (Unclear Japanese)
Ok, ok, yeah say that in English
Etto, ee , daietto* (Japanese pronunciation)
She is on the?... (Intentional pause)
She is on the da- diet- dieting (uncertain voice)
YEAH, she is dieting, she is on the diet. I think she wants to lose weight, so she
is- she lets out her feeling she verbalizes her inner thought right? Usually you
just say she can <resist>right? But the more- she has a strong feeling of eating
Lasagna, she wants to eat Lasagna right? So just- she just says it, right?, out
loud to the waiter *. Have you ever been on a diet?
Yeah
Yes? Yes? Ok, Did you succeed?
Yes.
Oh yes? What did you do?
<Rice>
Did you seem?
Rice
RICE! Ok (smiling, some students laugh). Impossible, impossible! How about
you, what did you do?
I eat more vegetables and rice or snacks.
Snacks?! Tea?
No, no, I eat more vegetables and then rice or snacks or sweets.
Uhum then rice or... snacks. I see, ok. She eats more vegetables than rice or
snacks. Anyone else? Anyone is on diet?
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The second excerpt (table 5) from Mako’s advanced class is on the topic of smoking. In order for the students to
get prepared for the class discussion, she asks them to work in groups and practice a task called “four corners.”
In this task, the students are asked to stand and discuss at the four different corners of the class based on their
views on the topic (i.e., whether they strongly agree, agree, not sure and disagree). As it is shown in the table,
there is no question asked about the content and the teacher only tries to encourage the students to take an active
role in the discussion, for example, when she says “Anyone wants to start? Volunteer? Who wants to start?” (turn
5), “go on” (turn 9) and “someone else” (turn 13). Giving the freedom to choose when and how to get engaged in
the discussion helps the students become autonomous and less dependent on the teacher. Furthermore, the
potential teacher initiation/feedback turns that she remains silent (turns 7 and 11) are clear evidence of
developing students’ autonomy. In this task, it is noticeable that the students make very long statements and
voluntarily contribute to the progress of the discussion.
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Table 5. Excerpt 4, Mako’s advanced class: practicing discussion
5.
T: So, go ahead. Anyone wants to start? Volunteer? Who wants to start? This is strongly agree, agree. Shall we
start from someone over here? Ok.
6.
S1 (a boy): I think smoking should not be banned, because the tobacco tax is one of the <importance> income of
the government and the smoker should to smoke by their <will>. So we cannot stop, you don’t smoke, I don’t say.
That’s because I think so.
7.
T: 0
8.
S2 (a girl): I agree <with> his point. * for me <I work at a café and they have> some <rules> for smoker. So
that’s * * because there are few places outside and a lot of smokers, so * banning smoking is really big. * *
9.
T: Go on.
10. S3 (a girl): I think <not> smoking- I mean smokers-it is bad for smokers, but also it is bad for non-smokers,
because the smoke * * get cancer. And also if, even if, it is <divided> in a cafe, it is going outside <of the room>. We
can smell tobacco. I really hate that smells of tobacco (laughs).
11. T: 0
12. S4 (a girl): smoking is the cause of cancer and maybe some of worry about that, that if their family, one of their
family, like father, have a cancer because of smoking, their family is sad. So, it is not good.
13. T: Someone else? Yeah.
14. S5 (a girl): *** cancer. Their family is sad. But my question is like don’t you ** smoking if you want to **
because ** if you smoke, it can cause cancer and if your father smoking and you don’t want your father to get cancer
you just need to persuade him and it doesn’t have to be illegal to smoke.

Having considered all Mako’s recorded classes, it seems that many students feel comfortable expressing their
ideas without being nominated. The next excerpt (table 6) from the same lesson of Mako’s class illustrates how
she facilitates the establishment of the dialogic mode in a whole-class discussion more spontaneously. In other
words, in this excerpt, unlike the previous one, the participants turn into dialogic mode without much preparation
time beforehand. In this part of the lesson, the topic of the discussion has changed to “different types of pollution”
and the teacher is eliciting the students’ ideas about it. An evident feature of this dialogue is the fact that a
number of different students participate without being nominated (turns 44, 46, 50, 52, 54).
Additionally, it is the students’ responses that seem to be influencing the content of the conversation, especially
at the end of the excerpt where she asks about a famous fish market in Tokyo that has been moved to a new place
(turn 62). As it was also mentioned earlier, this clearly demonstrates the teacher’s interest in hearing the students’
ideas on an authentic topic. Further evidence that confirms teacher’s orientation toward establishing a dialogic
mode is the use of L1 both by the teacher and the students for the purpose of facilitating the communicative
aspect of the discussion (turns 56, 58 and 61).
Table 6. Excerpt 5, Mako’s advanced class: a dialogic spell
43. T: * <Minamata> disease is famous for. The cause was water pollution. Ok?
44. S1: Industrial pollution
45. T: Industrial pollution. Ok this is kind of industrial, but air pollution also. Right? Industrial pollution anyway,
what else?
46. S2: Noise pollution.
47. T: Noise pollution. Ok. Can you give me an example of noise pollution?
48. S2: Airplane.
49. T: Airplane? Ok.
50. S3: Neighborhood51. T: Neighbors.
52. S3: Neighbors listening music, so <deeply> at night.
53. T: ** (laughs) tricky ok, sound
54. S4: Soil pollution.
55. T: Soil pollution (writing it) For example? ***( Japanese). That’s water right?
56. S4: * (Japanese) in Tsukiji<in the new * Tsukijishijo>. In the place * found polluted soil.
57. T: Soil really?
58. S4: (in Japanese).
59. T: In Tsukiji? New Tsukiji?
60. S4: *
61. T: Really? NowTsukiji is where? Toyosu? Where is <new Tsukiji>? Does anyone know?
AtarashiTsukijidoko da?(Japanese) Where is new Tsukiji?
62. S: Toyosu
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The following excerpt is taken from Kevin’s Intermediate class (table 7). As it was shown in the charts (see
figure. 2), there is no occurrence of dialogic bids in his class. The main reason for this could be the fact that in
his classes he repeatedly nominates many students to check their understanding, pronunciation or idea, therefore,
there is not much chance provided for the authentic dialogue and uptake. The main characteristics of his classes
are providing equal opportunity for almost all the students (turns 121, 123, 125, 125, 127 and 129) and providing
scaffolding for the less competent students (turns 137, 139 and 141). It is noteworthy that he starts from very
easy structures of the language so that the students can practice producing them. However, where the focus of a
lesson is practicing pronunciation (e.g., the intonation and stress pattern) or grammatical structures, it is very
probable that the recitation mode would be prevalent. Therefore, the next excerpt (table 8) is chosen from the
second semester of the same class to observe how their discourse unfolds as they discuss a more authentic topic.
Table 7. Excerpt 6, Kevin’s intermediate class: recitation mode
121. T: Very nice. Really good lovely, so here is your break and this is your intonation here on * and there is a small
rhythm stress here, very clear, very good. Now that’s one way, Ayako has one way. Two groups “I was always very
busy** be” but there is another way, so what have you got? There is a- did you have this? Same one? You had the
same? Ok, let me ask Mariko, what did you have? Did you have something similar or different?..
122. S1: Similar
123. T: Similar, ok. Who had something very different from this? Sekine you have something similar or
different?... similar or different?
124. S2: *
125. T: Similar. Similar?
126. S: Yeah.
127. T: Ah ok. Now Midori, what about you?
128. S3: Similar.
129. T: Similar. And Ayako?
130. S4: Similar.
(Turns omitted)
131. T: Ok that was- so you had a stress on late? School, late, university and play with friends, PLAY with friends.
132. S: Play
133. T: Now where is the stress? Here or here? Play or friends?
134. S: Play.
135. T: You think it’s play? Actually I think it’s friends. So try producing intonation on friends.
136. S: Playing with friends.
137. T: Playing with..
138. S: Friends
139. T: Playing with..
140. S: Playing with friends

Earlier to the second excerpt of Kevin’s class (table 8), he provides preparation time for the students to discuss in
their groups about a movie that they have watched in the class. The students are asked to answer the questions:
“Did you like the film? Yes or no? Why yes or no?”. The excerpt begins with the teacher nominating the first
student and continues by the teacher’s authentic uptake “why” (turn 78). As it was also seen in the previous
excerpt, he provides frequent opportunities for several students by calling their names (turns 76, 82, and 86). Yet,
after some IRF moves which seem to have the potential to generate a genuine dialogic spell, the dialogue is
interrupted by the provision of pronunciation repair by the teacher (turns 88, 90 and 92).The last student’s turns
(turns 93 and 95) indicate that she can finally produce the correct form that is expected by the teacher. However,
by this time the mode of the discourse has completely turned into the recitation mode. As the lower proficiency
level of the students might be the cause for these incomplete dialogic spells, in excerpt 8 (table 9) a sample of
Kevin’s advanced class is chosen for the further analyses.
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Table 8. Excerpt 7, Kevin’s intermediate class (second semester): potential dialogic spell
76. T: Mari, Did you like it?
77. S1: Yes
78. T: Why?
79. S2: Because, ee, I noticed that family is the most important thing
80. T: Right, so you agree with that?
81. S1: Ok
82. T: Because Miho said the same and Aya did you like it? Why did you like it?.... Because..
83. S2: Because .........because ***
84. T: Yes it was a serious issue or serious event but it was a funny part of the film
85. S2: Right
86. T: That’s true actually, it was a comedy and it was <of> serious at same time. Ok and Haruka did you like the
film?
87. S3: Yes, Because I realizedo (Japanese pronunciation)
88. T: “I realizeDO”! What is “I realizeDO”?
89. S3: I realized
90. T: “I realized” that
91. S3:………………….that eeeee challenge is good
92. T: YEAH, challenge is a good thing.... yeah, that’s true, that’s interesting, so if you, if you accept the challenge,
it’s better than not accepting the challenge, say that, say that.…… if I…........ accept............. not accepto,
accept ...........the....challenge......any challenge
93. S3: Un, un, un,.......If I ........ accept.........................................accept.....the.........challenge...any challenge
94. T: Yes, it is better.... than not accepting the challenge.
95. S3: .............it is better than..not accepting the challenge.
96. T: Very good.

Excerpt 8 is selected from Kevin’s advanced class. In this lesson, the topic is “social and technological
innovation.” Similar to the previous samples of Kevin’s classes, also in this excerpt he nominates several
students by their names (turns 69, 71, 73, 75 and 77). In other words, there is not much evidence of the students
voluntarily expressing their ideas, but rather they are accustomed to being nominated by the teacher.
Another evident feature of this excerpt is the explicit positive assessment (EPA) provided by the teacher (turn
73). EPA refers to the teacher’s approving comments on the students’ performance e.g., saying good, very good
and excellent (see Waring, 2008). It seems that the EPA provided here interrupts the dialogic mode rather than
sustaining it. The reason could be that EPA marks the completion of the student’s attempt. It has been argued that
by asking for the reason and exploring the students’ ideas teachers can, instead, prioritize the progressivity of the
interaction. According to Waring (2008), “EPA specifically delivers the news of “case closed”—no further
discussion warranted.”
A plausible motive for the Kevin’s inclination to EPA could be due to the fact the he concentrates more on the
correct answer rather than the interaction. This also seems to be the case in turns 75 to 81, where he nominates
several students to finally arrive at the correct response which he has in his mind. In spite of this nominating
technique being very effective for involving many students, it does not lead to the emergence of dialogic spells,
as the teacher turns to a monologue after a student reaches the correct answer (e.g., turns 75 and 81).
Table 9. Excerpt 8, Kevin’s advanced class: recitation
69. T: … So what does a CEO stand for? CEO? Sorry that’s wrong. Am I right, I’m trying to remember how to spell
because I have to spell so is that correct Chou?
70. S1: Yes.
71. T: So CEO *? Anybody Kyoko?
72. S2: Chief Executive Officer.
73. T: Well done, Very good, excellent, CEO and it means company president- company president Shacho. Okay
so that’s one concrete example CEO’s and what’s the other concrete example Kenichi?
74. S3: Sport teams replace their coaches.
75. T: Coaches yes so sports coaches and the idea here... This is very actually this is very American, the top people
in America are usually changed very easy but actually in Japan they are not changed very easily it’s quite difficult to
change. The reason why Aguirre was changed, Rio you remember why was Aguirre changed. He was the coach the
manager of Japanese man’s soccer team but he was changed. Why? Do you know?
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76. S4: I don’t know.
77. T: You don’t know, Miho do you know, you forgotten. Haruna.
78. S5: He manipulated.
79. T: He manipulated what?
80. S5: The game scores.
81. T: Yeah he was alleged, he was accused of manipulating a match or maybe not one maybe several matches.
Where, which country? Does anybody know? Yuka do you know. Okay he was, he was accused of manipulating some
matches in Spain when he was a manager in Spain. Not when he was in Japan but he had to go back to Spain to face
the judges in Spain. So the Japanese football authorities said okay we don’t want you now go please. And so they said
to Aguirre go, now of course they have the man whose name I can never pronounce, impossible to pronounce…

As the chart for the Nicole’s class (figure 2) shows there are many questions asked by her which did not invoke
any answer from the students (coded as -1 in the chart). It might be due to the different functions of the questions
that they are meant to fulfill. For example, these rhetorical questions asked by the teacher might serve functions
such as raising the student’s curiosity and drawing their attention. Nevertheless, everyone agrees on the
importance of questions in encouraging the students to participate in the generation of the classroom discourse.
Yaqubi (2013) points out that “questions provide a potential space for teachers to examine if they systematically
create opportunities for learning to emerge” (p. 110).
The excerpt from Nicole’s class (table 9) begins with the teacher asking the students about how they feel. Then,
she tries to explore the student’s ideas by asking “why.” The discourse, however, turns into a monologic mode
with a very long teacher turn (turn 33). This incidence clearly shows that pedagogical trajectory followed by the
teacher can easily influence the mode of the classroom discourse. With a view to explore the aspects of the
teacher moves that result in monologic spells, the more detailed observation of her long turn (turn 33) can be
more revealing. This turn begins with the teacher’s explanation about her own personal experience in teaching to
school students. This move appears to work as a model for the students to become familiar with the content
which is about “feelings.” There are two times when she provides the opportunity for the students to respond by
waiting for a few seconds after the questions (“Do you know? What’s butterflies?.... butterflies?” And “Do we
have any positive emotions? Positive feelings? Connected to stress?....NO?!NO?!Anything?”). Despite her
attempts, there is no response from the students, thereby she carries on speaking and giving answers to her own
questions. The reoccurrence of these moves by the teacher can result in the establishment of unwritten ground
rules that can impede the students’ future contributions.
Table 10. Excerpt 9, Nicole’s intermediate class: potential dialogic spell
23. T: Excited! I am very excited today! I like teaching this topic. Ok, so who is here happy this morning? Who is
<really> happy? Heh? You are not happy? Happy Monday?! No?! Who is really sad? (A student raises hand) Ken!
Why?! Oh! Anyone surprised?
24. S:*
25. T: Why?
26. S: * (some other students laughing)
27. T: Anyone angry? No? Anyone excited? What other feelings? Anybody disappointed? Anybody feeling
disappointed? Yes?
28. S:*
29. T: Why?
30. S: Today I have a test.
31. T: Ok, is that <disappointed>? Did you study? So you are disappointed with yourself?! Uh! Ok, another one.
Anybody feel- I have to draw this one. (Students laughing) What’s this one? Maybe stressed or stressed out? What
feelings are connected to stress?.....Ok another one I forgot this, (Teacher draws the face on the board) “scared”. Anyone
feeling scared?..
32. S: (One student repeats the word) scared?
33. T: “scared, afraid” No? No? Ok. Emm, on Saturday my junior high school students had a recitation contest, they had
to do one minute recitation in the gymnasium with parents and teachers *school teachers and friends other students, so they
had- I taught them they had- are you nervous? If you are nervous maybe you have feelings like in English we say; I have
butterflies in my stomach. Do you know? What’s butterflies?.... butterflies? No. butterflies? Right? Butterflies. So a
butterfly is a good thing or bad thing? It’s kind of a surprise actually. I thought butterflies are beautiful. Right? They are soft
and gentle, beautiful color. <my students said> NO! they think they are dirty, like moth, but, ok, so in English we say, if I
am going to speak and I feel here a little (she is making gestures to show the stress), haah, I have butterflies in my tummy,
because it feels like soft butterfly <is> here like * its fan the butterfly is soft gently here feels we say * flutter, ok? So what
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is this feeling? If we have this feeling what is this feeling? Which emotion makes this feeling? No? No? OK.
“Anxious” do you feel anxious? “Worried” Worries. * Scared ok? Maybe if you have stress- anyone feeling anxious
today? NO?! Good! Anyone getting worried? (a S maybe raises hand)Yes. <You are worried about> test. Are you scared?
Little bit?! Don’t worry. No stress. So feelings, emotions- emotions connected- connected to stress. You can have- you can
be anxious, you can be worried, you can be scared. You are not scared anymore? So maybe these are negative emotions
(pointing at the board). Do we have any positive emotions? Positive feelings? Connected to stress?.... NO?! NO?!
Anything? ** Maybe not happiness connected to stress, but how about excited? Excited. Do you feel excited with
stress? Never?! I do. The first class in April when I came here, the very first class. I was a little stressed on first day. *
Anxious worried, scared of the students. Always a little bit stressed. Will they- are they good students? Will they like me?
Will they listen to me? Can I teach them well? A little bit stressed. I was also excited, excited to meet the students. So
sometimes a little stress, good stress, we say, maybe can cause excitement and energy, but if we have- how about the
preview? “Which is good stress?” We have good stress and bad stress. Right? So good stress can make us excited and give
us energy and we can work more. Bad stress, too much stress can become bad stress to feelings and body conditions. Ok?
Ok look at the pictures. Look at the three pictures make your group four people. Make your group four people and look at
the pictures. One two three four pictures. What’s happening in the pictures? Are they stressful? Or what kind of
stressors are they? Are they big stress* stress?* * look at the pictures group four people, turn around. (Pointing at
the groups) with your group. Please discuss the four pictures what’s happening, what is the stress?

5. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
In order to find out the reason for the Japanese students’ silence in EAP classes, we must go beyond cultural
factors and probe more into the classroom discourse. Careful examination of the classroom discourse reveals that
if some particular characteristics are present in the teacher’s discourse, even with Japanese students, dialogical
spells are not unattainable. Mercer & Littleton (2007) maintain that “[t]he close study of the dialogues between
teachers and students can help the planning of activities to ensure that opportunities are provided for teachers and
students to construct knowledge and understanding together” (p. 5). Having observed different AC lessons in this
research, distinctive levels of dialogicality have been observed. In other words, the classes could be placed on a
continuum based on the type of discourse generated.
As previously discussed, Alexander (2008) considered a dialogic discourse as being collective, reciprocal,
supportive, cumulative and purposeful. On the one hand, some of the discourse patterns of the lessons, for
example, the cases of Kevin & Nicole, do not follow the features suggested by Alexander (2008) and Nystrand
(2003). These classes would be positioned on one side of the continuum as being a more monologic or lecture
type discourse patterns. On the other hand, in some other lessons the interactions are more reciprocal and
supportive regardless of the type of tasks implemented by the teacher, as in Mako’s case. Therefore, they can be
placed on the other dialogic side of the continuum.
The excerpts presented in this study were very small typical samples of the whole discourse generated by the
teachers and the students during the entire academic year. In fact, there are many factors, such as the types of the
tasks, teachers’ individual differences and the content of the lessons, influencing the performance of the
participants in the classroom events. However, all these influencing factors together can serve to create a
discourse mode which could be more dialogic or monologic. The aim of this study is to investigate the
characteristics of the teacher moves which potentially can result in each of these modes and also the students’
reactions to these moves. In some parts, the verbal exchanges from the same class revealed that even the same
teacher might occasionally elicit different reactions from the students by implementing particular moves (e.g.,
Jack’s monologic vs. potentially dialogic excerpts and Nicole’s excerpt).
In addition to the fact that there are numerous factors affecting the formation of the classroom discourse, most of
all, the teacher’s verbal moves play a crucial role in shaping the mode of the classroom discourse. On the other
hand, the mode of the discourse goes hand in hand with the way questions are employed by the teachers. With
regard to the features that give rise to the dialogic spells, it became evident that the type of questions asked by
the teacher has a significant impact on the mode of the discourse. In the context of second language teaching
many studies have considered the influence of teacher’s questions in linguistics and cognitive development of
the learners (e.g., Gibbons, 2003; Lee, 2006; Kim, 2010; Waring, 2012, 2013). In this regard, Mercer & Dawes
(2008) argue that “The professional skill in using questions lies in knowing why you are using them, and using
different kinds of questions to achieve different ends” (p. 3).
In the excerpts presented, there were some instances in which the teachers insisted on creating a dialogic mode
of instruction in order to make the classroom discourse more interactive so that different voices could be heard.
Making students involved in the discussions not only helps them be more confident in expressing their ideas but
also makes them feel more responsible of their own learning. On top of that, improving speaking in a language
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cannot be achieved without having the chance to take the challenge of speaking in more spontaneous contexts.
Concerning the role of dialogue, in classroom interaction, Rojas-Drummond (2013) comments:
“Teachers can be made aware of the pivotal role played by the quality of their dialogic interactions with their
students, as well as those occurring among peers. In addition, they can be encouraged to reflect on their own
teaching practices, and how they can enrich them by incorporating effective dialogic styles of engagement” (p.
20).
The dialogic nature of the discourse creates a more realistic context for learning new concepts, as in EAP classes
the content is as much important as the language. “When utterances are treated univocally, as in recitation, the
focus is on the “accurate transmission of information”; when they are treated dialogically, as in open discussion,
they are used as thinking devices” (Nystrand, 2003, p. 141; italics in original). In other words, the dialogic mode
enhances learning content by providing the opportunity to use the language as a thinking device rather than
merely for the knowledge transmission. The instances of Japanese Academic English classroom discourse in
which dialogic modes were implemented revealed that, by asking authentic questions, the teachers made an
effort to establish a more genuine discussion instead of giving a lecture. Moreover, the occurrence of uptake and
follow-up questions helped the students express their ideas more frequently.
However, we cannot claim that just by asking authentic questions and implementing uptake, a dialogic spell can
be established. In short, by the analyses of the data gathered in this research I have tried to determine, beside
authentic questions and uptakes, what types of teacher moves are influential in creating a dialogic mode.
We also need to consider the Japanese students’ style of learning and their role in generating particular discourse
patterns and to look into their reactions to the opportunities provided by the teacher. Nakane (2007) as one of the
past studies which have dealt with Asian students states:
“Discourse analysis of turn-by-turn management of talk as evidence of Asian students’ silence is scarce in
existing studies. Asian students are not always sitting in class in complete silence. It is important to examine
what they actually do in the classroom when they have opportunities to speak, or when local peer students are
speaking” (p. 21).
It became apparent that when the Japanese students were provided with some assistance from the teacher, for
example by the implementation of different techniques such as DIUs, scaffolded dialogue, parsing, encouraging
statements and providing enough preparation time, together with the application of dialogic bids by the teacher,
they felt confident enough to express their ideas and contribute to the classroom discourse.
Comparing the lessons revealed that the wait-time is more or less associated with the mode of the discourse. In
Mako’s class, as the students became more involved in the classroom dialogue (table 4, turns 85, 87, 89, 91, 93
and 97), there was not much wait-time needed for eliciting the responses. On the other hand, Jack and Kevin
often had to nominate the students and wait much longer for receiving a response from a student (table 2, turns
11, 15, 19 and 21; table 3, turn 35; table 7, turns 121, 123, 127 and 129; table 8, turns 76, 82 and 86). Besides the
student’s wait-time, voluntarily participation, increased number of turns and longer turns were the signs of their
higher willingness to communicate (WTC) in Mako’s classes.
This confirms the idea that even stereotypically quiet Japanese students can be assisted to engage in discourse
through the dialogic mode if particular ground rules are present in the pedagogical context. Mercer & Dawes
(2008) argue that there are peculiar ground-rules present in each class and thus the students might react
differently to a similar question asked by two different teachers in accordance with those established ground
rules (p. 9). In the current data, as well, the established ground rules in each class seem to have a great influence
on the students’ WTC. Cao (2014) proposes that WTC is a “dynamic situational” concept which is influenced by
three main dimensions; namely, “environmental”, “individual” and “linguistic” (i.e., learner’s linguistic
proficiency). In this classification, the teacher’s influence falls under the environmental category. She describes
the teacher as a “prominent factor” whose “teaching style, involvement, participation and immediacy” are
important (p. 798).
As it was shown in this study, not all the teacher’s authentic questions and uptakes resulted in the emergence of
dialogic spells due to the students’ low WTC levels. On the other hand, it is the teacher’s both intentional and
unintentional moves that end in the generation of particular ground rules in the class. In this study, these
teacher’s moves are suggested to be named as encouraging student’s participation (ESP) moves. Careful
examination of the selected excerpts revealed that the implementation of ESP moves by the teachers could
facilitate the establishment of the dialogic mode. On the contrary, the moves that inhibited the emergence of the
dialogic mode are described as discouraging student’s participation (DSP) moves. It should be noted that the
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teacher’s E
ESP and DSP moves, in thee long term, coould have a grreat effect on tthe formation of implicit grround
rules. In aaddition, the ground
g
rules eestablished in the class cann have facilitaative or inhibitive effects on
n the
student’s W
WTC, and connsequently they might facilittate or interrup
upt the emergennce of dialogiic spell (see figure.
3).

Figurre 3. Influencinng factors on thhe emergence of dialogic/moonologic modee
A number of observed teachers’
t
ESP//DSP moves aare classified w
with the aim oof answering thhe second que
estion
posed at thhe beginning of
o this study, ““What types teeacher-student interaction is influential in creating a dia
alogic
mode in diifferent lessons?”
Teachers’ Encouragingg Student’s Paarticipation (E
ESP) Moves:
metimes purpoosefully breakiing the typical classroom groound rules in tthe interest of creating a dialogic
1)
Som
mode by:
a)
Lettting the studennts take controol of turn takingg. (e.g., teacheer silence, Makko’s advanced class table 5, turns
7 and 11)
b)
Allowing L1 to be
b used occasioonally for the purpose of promoting comm
municative asppects. (e.g., Ma
ako’s
intermediaate class table 6,
6 turns 55, 566, 58 and 61)
c)
Nott seeking the correct
c
answerr, but rather seeeking the studdent’s contribuution to the floow of the dialo
ogue.
(e.g., Makko’s intermediaate class table 44, turns 87, 89, 91, 93 and 977; Mako’s advanced class tabble 5, turn 9)
d)
Mooving out of the
t content annd relating thhe content to the student’s real experiennces. (e.g., Ma
ako’s
intermediaate class table 4,
4 turns 85, 899, 93 and 97)
2)

Establishing grouund rules whichh require the students to partticipate more aactively by:

a)
Redducing teacherr talking time tto let the studeents contributee. (e.g., Mako’ss intermediate class table 4, turns
73, 75, 77,, 81, 83, 87, 899, 91, 93, 95 annd 97)
b) Show
wing interest inn what the stuudent is sayingg and expressiing surprise aside from evaaluation and prraise,
especially by using folloow up questionns. (e.g., Mako’s intermediatee class table 4,, turns 87, 89 aand 93)
c) Askinng for reasonss or paraphrases instead of pproviding repaair or assessm
ment. (e.g., Jacck’s advanced class
Table 3, tuurn 35 and 39)
d) Expliicitly mentioning the goal oof interaction and encouragiing learners too voluntarily eexpress their ideas.
(e.g., Makko’s advanced class
c
table 5, tuurn 5)
e) Plannning tasks thaat would creatte a more inteeractive enviroonment and ggroup work soo that studentss can
practice diiscussions.. (e.g., Mako’s advvanced class taable 5 i.e. fourr-corners activiity)
f)
Starrting with lesss demanding taasks and languuage, providingg DIUs, scaffoolding, recast aand beginning with
closed queestions. (e.g., Mako’s
M
intermeediate class tabble 4, turns 83, 85)
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g) Spontaneously managing some of the student’s unexpected responses to create a genuine discussion. (e.g.,
Mako’s advanced class table 4, turns, 59 and 61)
Teachers’ Discouraging Student’s Participation (DSP) Moves:
a)
Repetitively answering his/her own questions when there is no response from the students.(e.g., Jack’s
advanced class Table 3, turns 35, 41)
b)

Nominating students regularly. (e.g., Jack’s advanced class Table 2, turn 21)

c)

Holding lengthy talking turns. (e.g., Jack’s advanced class Table 2, turns 11, 21, 19; table 3, turn 35)

d)
Providing extra personal experiences or personal views. (e.g., Jack’s advanced class Table 2, turn 21;
Table 3, turn 35, )
e)
Changing the questions frequently in a single turn; inconsistency in asking questions. (e.g., Jack’s
advanced class Table 2, turn 11; Mako’s intermediate class table 4, turn 79)
f)
Being very much concerned about eliciting the correct answer or pronunciation. (e.g., Jack’s advanced
class Table 2, turn 11)
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Appendix A
Conventions used for the Transcriptions (Wells, 2004)
Layout
.
?!
Caps
<>
*
___
“”
()
[]

Turns are numbered consecutively. Within turns, each new utterance starts on a new line. Speakers are indicated by
name or initial letter of name.
Incomplete utterances or restarts are shown by a hyphen on the end of the segment that was not completed.
Continuations after an intervening speaker are shown preceded by a hyphen.
One period marks a perceptible pause. Thereafter, each period corresponds to one second of pause, e.g., “Yes ... I did”
These punctuation marks are used to mark utterances that are judged to have an interrogative or exclamatory
intention.
Capitals are used for words spoken with emphasis, e.g. “I really LOVE painting”
Angle brackets enclose segments about which the transcriber was uncertain.
Passages that were insufficiently clear to transcribe are shown with asterisks, one for each word judged to have been
spoken.
When two participants speak at once, the overlapping segments are underlined and vertically aligned.
Words that are quoted or passages that are read aloud are enclosed in inverted commas.
Interpretations of what was said or descriptions of the manner in which it was said are enclosed in parentheses.
Square brackets enclose descriptions of other relevant behavior.
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